Reduced resistance to progressive extinction in senescent rats: a neuroanatomical and behavioral study.
The behavior of senescent rats and mature-young rats was compared in a learning task which consisted of the acquisition of a visual discrimination task, its reversal, the induction of a progressively increasing extinction, relearning and, finally, a complete extinction training. It was found that young and old rats were statistically indistinguishable during all parts of the task, except the progressively increasing extinction. Here, the senescent animals made a significantly higher number of errors than the mature-young ones. Neuroanatomically, ventricular dilation, commissural changes and neuronal loss were observed in senescent rats. The significantly reduced number of neurons in the medial nucleus of the amygdala in old rats compared to young was not directly related to the changed behavior in the progressively increasing extinction part of the visual discrimination task. Based on the anatomical connections of the amygdala and its possible functions in learning and memory, the hypothesis is made that the medial amygdaloid nucleus is involved in the learning of changing response-reinforcement contingencies.